Travel Bug, The (Series 4)
13 x 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Taiwan, Part I
Starting at the tip of the island of Taiwan, we hit the road on an adventure-packed trip down the
east coast of this amazing Asian destination, all the way to the southern-most point. From rock
climbing and surfing, to flying in an ultralight aircraft and paragliding, these episodes are for the
thrill seekers!

2. Taiwan, Part II
We continue our exploration of Taiwan...

3. New Caledonia
The style and culture of France comes crashing into the relaxed attitude and fun of the Pacific in
New Caledonia. It’s a spectacular island paradise with a unique indigenous population, luxury
resorts and wild landscapes. Join us in trying the local cuisine, swims in coral filled lagoons and
learns about the history of this of the beaten track destination.

4. Papua New Guinea, Part I
Hopping aboard the expedition cruise ship The Orion, we take you from the north coast of
Australia, across the sea on an exploration of the remote wilderness and pristine environments of
north and western Papua New Guinea. Unravel the mystery of this fascinating and rugged island
chain where witchcraft and dark magic are still practiced in a place that’s as beautiful as the
people are friendly.

5. Papua New Guinea, Part II
We continue our exploration of Papua New Guinea…

6. Orang-utan Odyssey, Part I
Orang-utans are quickly becoming wiped out in their native habitats. With deforestation for the
growth of palm oil and increasing populations in Indonesia, the plight of these magnificent

creatures is dire. We go on a wild adventure into the jungles of Sumatra, learn about the local
culture, and see the landmarks, on an orang-utan odyssey.

7. Orang-utan Odyssey, Part II
The orang-utan odyssey continues...

8. Special I
There’s so much to see in do in this series that we just couldn’t fit everything in! So in this episode
we feature many of the highlights from across season four that couldn’t fit into normal shows. It’s a
whirlwind tour to some of the best places on the planet.

9. Qatar
Located in the west of Asia, Qatar is quickly becoming one of the fastest growing tourist
destinations in the region, and it’s no wonder why! There’s so much to see and do in such a small
country, that you could easily spend a couple weeks here and barely scratch the surface. Walk
through gold souqs, dine on a dhow and take a camel ride through the desert.

10. Cook Islands
As far as Pacific paradises go, the Cook Islands are easily as rich and diverse as any other. Want
luxury? They’ve got you covered. Need adventure? Well there’s loads of that here too. How about
some unique culture, amazing food and pristine landscapes? We uncover all this and more as we
traverse the islands in search of all it has to offer.

11. Coffs Coast, Australia
This coastal region of Australia lies where the tropics meet the cooler climes of the south. It results
in a diverse range of environments, both marine and terrestrial, and we’re going to check it all out.
From diving with sharks, learning bush survival and paddle boarding, to skydiving and exploring
the hinterland – this is an awesome holiday destination for any traveller.

12. Mauritius
Mauritius is one of those destinations on everyone’s wish list! It’s remote, spectacular, and a
paradise where luxury and adventure come together to give you the dream vacation. Follow us as
we explores this tropical haven, from the mountainous interior to the palm fringed beaches.

13. Special II
Bringing together a year of travel, the season ending special episode features highlights of the
series, plus a few exciting additions from across the globe. Visit a remote indigenous community

on the Tiwi Islands, see some of the most stunning locations in the Pacific and get lost in a
rainforest as we show you why travel is the ultimate medicine for a life less ordinary.

